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proposal German national committee
related to maintenance and validation agencies
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The German Electrotechnical Committee has noted that since the official release of
IEC 61360-3, all efforts to establish a Validation Agency were not successful. We
have the opinion that the construct chosen within part IEC 61360-3 needs
improvement. Possible users have recorded that the validation aspects are
considered vitally together with any use of the existing reference collection.

Therefore we propose the following and request a resolution concerning part 3:

The Validation Agency should consist of the members of TC3 SC 3D WG 2.

The Validation Groups should be representated by the considering Product
Committee, which is responsible for the Data Element Types of the considered
product.

Each Product Committee ( defined as Validation Group in IEC 61360-3)

shall be made responsible for the data element types of the considered products
dealt with in that committee. It is the task of each committee to prepare an
informative annex to each product standard containing the DET's following the
method established by IEC 61360-1.
Examples of such descriptions can be found in IEC 81714 Part 2 and Part 3.

The work to be done is no additional specification; it provides only a specified form
for its representation so that the content of the Annex can be easily  put into a
database fore its storage. The assignment of such responsibility does not require
additional validation activities. The received DET's are formally checked by the
maintenance agency.

If DET's are forwarded to the Maintenance Agency from any other source than the
responsible product committee,  then this input shall be transferred for validation
from the Maintenance Agency to the relevant product committee ( = validation
group) at IEC or ISO.

In order to shorten time, new DET's already validated by a National Standardization
Organization may be published being marked as temporily DET's.

If no responsible standard committee ( = validation group) can be identified, then -
but only then - the validation should be done within the Validation Agency. This
Validation Agency should consist of members of TC3/SC3D WG2.


